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ABSTRACT 
Keratinocyte traction forces play a crucial role in wound healing. The aim of 
this study was to develop a novel cell traction force (CTF) transducer system based 
on cholesteryl ester liquid crystals (LC). The CTF microscopy system is used to 
analyse the traction force patterns of quiescent and migratory keratinocytes cultured 
on LC. We report the application of the WSPR imaging system in the study of the 
interaction between keratinocytes and liquid crystals (LC). Imaging of fixed 
keratinocytes cultured on gold coated surface plasmon substrates functionalized with 
a thin film of liquid crystals was performed in air using a 1.45 NA objective based 
system. Characteristics of the cell integrin expressions and presence of extracellular 
matrix (ECM) proteins on the liquid crystals were interrogated using various 
immunocytochemical techniques, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The generated CTF map highlighted 
distinct distributions and different magnitude of CTFs were revealed for polarized 
and non-polarized keratinocytes. WSPR imaging indicated that keratinocytes are less 
spread and formed distinct topography of cell-liquid crystal couplings when cultured 
on liquid crystal coated substrates. The WSPR microcopy reveals that the cells 
remodeled their topography of adhesion at different interfaces. The immunostainings 
indicated that cell adhesion on the LC is mediated by self-secreted ECM proteins. 
As revealed by the AFM imaging, the constraint in cell membrane spread on the LC 
leads to the increase in cell surface roughness and thickness of cell membrane. The 
biophysical expressions of cells on biocompatible CELC suggested that CELC could 
be a new class of biological relevant material. 





















deformation was induced by a pair of cell traction forces at - 82 nN that were 
determined using Hooke's equation. The spatial resolution of the well-defined and 
isolated deformation lines was approximately - 1 - 2 pm (Figure 2-3d). 
Figure 2-3. Pbase contrast images of a cell treated with 30 pM cytochalasin-B at 
(a) 0 minute, (b) 30 minute and (c) 60 minutes on the surface of the liquid 
crystals (Scale bar: 20 pm); (d) Enlarged exert of a box in (a) showing the width 
of the deformation lines formed in the LC surface, (Scale bar: 10 pm). The 
inward and outward arrows show the directions of the applied and released 
forces at a stress site, respectively. (e) Transverse displacement (Ax) versus the 
length of kngiltndinal deformation (Yo), (0 cell traction force (F) versus the 
transverse displacement (Ax), and (g) cell traction force (F) versus the length of 
longitudinal deformation OI,) for 55 deformation lines. 
Clearly, the results indicate that the pair of compressive stresses applied 
transversely at the stress site (represent by inward arrows in Figure 2-3a) induced 
shear forces in x and y directions resulting in a deformation line as depicted in the 
model of Figure 2-1. The orientation of the LC deformation lines can be in arbitrary 
directions, depending on the location of the CTFs that are applied in perpendicular 
to the deformation lines [20]. Each linear deformation formed at a local region of 
LC surface was in good agreement with the biaxial deformation associated with the 
Poisson's ratio or small deformation theory [46]. The strain in 2 plane was indicated 
by phase differences in the phase contrast images but this was difficult to measure 
via microscopy. 
From the cell relaxation and fluorescence staining experiments, the results 
indicate that the transverse shear forces induced in x d ic t ion  most likely originate 
fiom the contraction of short circumferential actin filaments involved in maintaining 
the morphology of keratinocytes. This regulation of cell shape is adhesion dependent 
[47, 481, and therefore remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton system requires the 
exertion of CTFs to a surface. 
The procedures used in determining the CTF were repeated for ten single 
cells, in which, 55 deformation lines were analyzed. In the quantification of CTF, 
the relationships among the transverse displacement (Ax), length of longitudinal 
deformation 01,) of the liquid crystals and the cell traction force (0 were derived 
(Figure 2-3e-g). Figure 2-3e shows that yo I 8 pm (thickness of LC substrate = 100 
pm) which is well within the linear viscoelastic range (< 10% shear strain) of the 
liquid crystals [I 91. By referring to the Poisson's equation, v = [(y-yo)lyo]l[(xo-x)lxo], 
(Tschoegl et al., 2002), the ratio of yo to Ax at about 4 is the determinant for the 
Poisson's ratio to be around 0.5. Therefore, the linear relationship of yo to Ax by a 
coefficient of 4.08 (Figure 2-3e) provides a strong indication that the liquid crystals 
have a Poisson's ratio of approximately 0.5. The transverse displacement (Ax in pm) 
and length of longitudinal deformation (yo in pm) induced in the LC surface 
increased linearly with the CTF exerted at a factor of 77.06 n N / w  and 16.17 
n N / p ,  respectively (Figure 2-3f-g). By using the least square method, the standard 
error of the linear regression line, F = 16.1 7y0, was determined at 0.34 nN1p.m. The 
95% confidence interval for the coefficient of this slope was 15.49 < mean of the 
slope < 16.83 nN1j.m. The traction forces of keratinocytes measured per LC 
deformation were found to range between 10 - 120 nN (Figure 2-3f-g) and the mean 
CTF was 58 * 3 nN (mean + SE). However, the overall measurements of every 
traction force are accounted to the variability of the Young's modulus of the liquid 
crystals and the estimated height of the focal adhesions and therefore, the 
propagation of error due to these two factors were derived and calculated at 23% 
(Appendix A) 149, 501. Such variability is reasonable for a measurement involving a 
semi-solid material and biological entity. The relationship between CTF and 
longitudinal deformation (F versus yo) established in this study can be used to 
rapidly estimate the traction forces induced by a cell if the Length of the deformation 
line is known. Thus, this relationship was used to compute the traction forces of 
cells in our custom-built CTFM software. 
In the CTFM software, the length of the deformation lines measured were 
automatically converted into CTFs by using the linear CTF-longitudinal deformation 
coefficient (16.17 nN/pm). Figure 2-4a shows the magnitude and location of each 
CTF assigned in the Euclidean coordinate system. The data points of the CTF were 
then rendered into a 3D force distribution map as shown in Figure 2-4b. The 
intensity of the force in nano-Newton (nN) was represented by pseudo colors in a 
scale bar. The result showed that the spatial resolution of this CTFM software is 
approximately 3 pm [51]. A detail explanation of the interactive GUI used in the 
measurements of the CTF is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Figure 2-4c and Figure 2-4d show other examples of single HaCaT cells 
inducing deformation lines in the surface of liquid crystals after culturing at 37 O C  
for 24 hours. As shown in Figure 2-4a and Figure 2 4 ,  the morphology of single 
non-polarized keratinocytes on the liquid crystals is generally polygonal or rounded 
which is consistent with the observations reported in [52, 531. For these two non- 
polarized cells, the detected CTFs were indicated by isolated deformation lines (yo) 
of various lengths (0.6 - 4.6 pm) in the LC surface. Discrete and isolated forces of 
between 10 and 80 nN were found distributing evenly at the boundary of these 
quiescent cells (Figure 2-4b and c, right). For these cells, the peak forces indicated 
as red regions in the figures were observed as 65 nN and 80 nN, respectively. In 
contrast, an elongated cell or polarized cell (Figure 24d) induced higher traction 
forces at one end of the cell (Figure 2-4d, right). Consistent with the report in [52], 
polarized keratinocytes on the LC surface are characterized by elongated 
morphology with larnellipodia distributed at the terminals of the cell. The result 
shows that the peak force determined for a polarized keratinocyte (-180 nN) is 
greater than those of the non-polarized keratinocytes (- 60 - 80 nN). This result also 
indicates that the traction forces expressed by cells on the LC surface are highly 
associated with the restructuring of actin cytoskeleton and the morphology changes 
of a cell. Our LCTFT system has demonstrated high sensitivity to detect and 
distinguish various CTF magnitudes and morphological changes in cells. This 
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